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                                 A Few Words About us

                                 We focus on the R&D and production of supporting products around audio-visual equipment.
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                                 Factory Tour

                                 Renqiu Micron Audio Visual Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in 2017. The company is located in Renqiu City, Hebei Province, close to the capital Beijing.
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                                 We  are sure that we will be your ideal choice

                                 We sincerely hope more fresh and existing customers from all over the world come to cooperate with us for further development.
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                     Please leave to us and we will be in touch within 24hours.
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                                    TV mount is a device used to fix a TV or monitor for the following purposes: saving space, adjusting viewing angle,

                                    Why are more and more industries using TV mounts?
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                                    When you’re choosing how to mount your TV, today’s thin digital screens open up more possibilities than ever before.
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                                    After the appearance of the TV Rack, by a lot of consumers and recognition, so sales are also very much.
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                              FREE CONSULTATION:

                              +8615175721972

                           


                           
	

                           

                              ADDRESS:

                              Suzhuang Industrial Zone, Yucun Township,Renqiu City, Hebei Province，China

                           


                           
	

                           

                              EMAIL:

                              Allen.liu@micronrack.com 
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	Tilt TV Mount
	Swivel TV Mount
	Ceiling TV Mount
	Speaker Stand
	STB/DVD Mount
	Mobile TV Cart
	TV Table Stand
	Monitor Stand
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